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1. INTRODUCTION 
Occupant safety in General Aviation (GA) has received increased attention in recent 
years largely due to litigation and the resulting high cost of liability insurance included 
in the price of aircraft today. Recently, liability laws have been revised to limit the ex-
tent of liability on the manufacturers. This change has brought about the possibility of 
new production single engine GA airplanes in the United States.l One drawback to this 
new possibility is the fact that the technology involved, particularly in safety, has not 
been updated since before the 1970s. 
When the amendment to Federal Aircraft Regulation (FAR) Part 23 was published in 
the late 1980s to introduce paragraph 562 that included new standards for dynamic 
loading and testing of seats, production of new general aviation aircraft was at a stand-
still, and no new designs appeared to be forthcoming. New production aircraft are now 
beginning to be produced under their original Type Certificates (TCs), by law, and are 
not required to be updated to the current regulations. As a result, even though new 
general aviation aircraft will soon be rolling off the assembly line, their seats and re-
straint systems will provide no better protection for the occupants than they did 20 years 
ago. Designers of all future aircraft will be faced with the challenge of incorporating 
the latest FAR changes in safety requirements into such aircraft. Besides the seat/re-
straint system itself, the importance of a "safe cabin volume", ie: a cabin of sufficient 
dimension to prevent head and other potentially fatal injuries, has become apparent. 
The requirements for a quasi static load defined safe cabin volume, ones which do not 
1 
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address the transient nature of a crash, have been applied to the design of cabin fuse-
lage structure in such projects as the NASA/USRA Advanced Design Program (ADP) 
at ERAU over the last three years. In a dynamic situation however, such as an emergen-
cy landing, items of mass shift and structural members deform, sometimes rather vio-
lently, often dramatically changing the conditions as established from the static cabin 
layout. Aside from full scale crash testing of proposed GA aircraft, a practice with great 
merit but also substantial cost and time impacts and thus not very common at present, 
only 45 tests conducted on full scale aircraft at the Impact Dynamics Research Facility 
at NASA Langley since the 1960s,2 simulations by computer may provide a viable meth-
od for learning what could and could not be viable in a design. The goal of this research 
is to produce an acceptably accurate computer simulation for use on a personal com-
puter (PC) of an FAR 23.562 type crash test complete with seat, restraints, and anthro-
pomorphic test dummy (ATD). Such a simulation which is readily accessible could 
make a valuable first pass design tool for students at universities and engineers in indus-
try to use. 
1.1 Simulations 
There are several factors that influence how such a simulation should be carried out: 
the limitations of the software and hardware, the precision desired, and the ability to 
accurately reproduce real motions with the model. Dynamical equations defining the 
crash spike (the acceleration curve of the crash vehicle) as well as the deformation of 
the seat/deck arrangement must be defined and then simulated. Physical constants 
such as seat belt elasticity and strength can be acquired from materials testing and care-
ful measurement. Seat deformation information is difficult to obtain as there are no 
approved seats in production that meet the current FAR requirements for dynamic im -
3 
pact loading, and those that are in the process of being tested are considered propri-
etary by their owners. A seat developed by the Jungle Aviation and Radio Service4 
(JAARS) does unofficially meet such requirements but test specific information is 
again considered proprietary and is not available. A video made at NASA Langley5 
containing several sequences of FAR part 23.562 impact tests was obtained from 
JAARS and has been used to estimate material constants for a JAARS -like seat used 
in these simulations. 
The testing conditions of FAR part 23.562 represent the worst case scenario as judged 
by the NTSB and agreed to by the General Aviation Safety Panel (GASP). With this 
in mind these same criteria could be used for the simulation testing conditions as a 
means to define the upper design limit of the needed structure. This, in turn will allow 
a worst case volume to be defined based on the observed motion of the seat, ATD, and 
cabin. 
The seat and cabin deck arrangement are of critical importance. If either of these com-
ponents fail other safety precautions are most likely without merit. The problem of 
keeping passenger and seat from becoming a projectile in the cabin and subject to inju-
ries beyond that of the crash itself often lies in the cabin deck, harness restraint, and 
seat attachment. Although the seat track is generally strong enough to hold the seat 
within its constraints, the cabin deck is often subject to buckling that allows the seat 
track to distort and release the seat. Problems with harness restraint systems where the 
lap belts were secured to the cabin deck and not the seat caused substantial "submarin-
ing;" a condition in which the occupants slide down the seat as it deforms. Finite Ele-
ment (FE) analysis for a NASA/USRA ADP aircraft, the Quest, was mapped during 
4 
the summer of 1994 at Embry-Riddle as part of the advanced design activity. Quest 
is a mid—wing, twin—boom, single—engine pusher type aircraft of unconventional con-
figuration designed by Embry-Riddle students.6 It has undergone several design 
phases including detailed design and static cabin volume design. The FE information 
that is available will be considered but no attempt to model it will be made for two rea-
sons. The first is the inability of the selected simulation program, "Working Model" 
to deal with material deformation of this nature. The second is a computer run time 
consideration; as an example a dynamic FE simulation conducted by Chevrolet of a 100 
millisecond automobile crash took over 30 hours to complete using a Cray supercom-
puter.3 What is desired here, if possible, is a simple, relatively user friendly simulation. 
ly2 CrpSS-Qyer Technology 
Automobile manufacturers have made great advances to the safety of their products 
over the past twenty-five years. Much of the technology that has become common-
place in the automobile manufacturing and automobile racing industries lends itself to 
applications in aircraft. Many systems are already integrated. Military jets have had 
four and five—point harnesses since the 1940s, a restraint system not added to race cars 
till the 1960s. The use of crumple zones and airbags emerged in the 1980s for automo-
biles available to the general public where such devices are often required by law, yet 
no such advanced safety devices have found their way into GA aircraft other than seat 
and shoulder harnesses. Energy management such as the breakaway structures of race 
cars have been demonstrated to save lives. 
The concept of "crumple zones" currently plays an important role in the design of auto-
mobile frames. Such technology simply utilizes energy of deformation to reduce the 
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impact loading on the occupants of the vehicle during a crash and to direct energy 
around the cabin. Similar ideas in the design of new GA engine cowlings and forward 
fuselages are now viable. It is reasonable to expect that certain criteria for such "crum-
ple zones" may be established with the aid of this simulation. The desired structural 
component characteristics necessary to produce certain decelerations and reductions 
of loading maybe estimated and used by students to assess their ideas. This information 
may then be used to support design modifications to existing designs and to develop de-
sign principles or trends for new designs. Being able to establish a functional trend of 
a proposed modification is the main focus of this project. 
1.3 Ttest Dummy and Restraints 
Full scale crash tests rely on very complex, highly instrumented crash dummies to col-
lect impact data pertinent to the crash. The Anthropomorphic Test Dummy (ATD) re-
quired by FAR part 23.562 is that specified in 49 CFR 572 subpart B, and was used in 
the video tests conducted by JAARS. Such an ATD is modeled for this simulation as 
are the 95% male aviator and 5% male aviator per Mil-Spec 1472. Exploring such a 
range in size and stature should clearly demonstrate any problems in restraint place-
ment. Also, variation in Head Injury Criteria (HIC) and Adjusted Injury Scale (AIS) 
can be compared for the three simulated physiques for each crash scenario. 
One of the limitations of the software used is that it only allows for two-dimensional 
experiments. Comparisons of three, four, and five-point harness restraints are to be 
made, but upper torso twisting motion (that may be experienced with the three-point 
harness) cannot be modeled. This is one of the relaxations in precision that has been 
made and considered when analyzing the results and is thought to be a second order 
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effect. It has been proven in military aircraft and race cars that the use of four and five -
point harnesses significantly reduce the chance of being thrown about the cockpit 
compared to that of the standard three—point harness. Inertial reels, long used in the 
automotive industry have slowly found their way to general aviation in the lap and cross 
shoulder (three-point) restraints. They allow for greater ease of movement under 
normal conditions yet lock rigidly to restrain the wearer when specific accelerations are 
applied to the vehicle. In the present effort inertial reel type restraints were modeled 
as part of the seat belt system. Seat belts obtained from automobiles and aircraft were 
tested to obtain the representative values for strength and elasticity. 
Although FAR Part 23.562 specifies impact load and time duration, it does not specify 
a pulse shape for the loading. The impact pulse shape desired for this simulation is one 
that may best fit an actual crash landing. Several shapes have been analyzed in recent 
years including trapezoidal, half-sine, quarter-sine, skewed triangular, and symmet-
rical triangular pulses.7 The pulse shape thought to best represent a crash is the skewed 
triangular pulse.7 This type pulse was used to characterize motion from the test video 
of the JAARS seat and then velocity and displacement curves were derived from the 
resulting acceleration curve. 
1,4 Dynamical Model 
The basic dynamical model can be represented as a series of spring-damper-masses 
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Figure 1. General System 
The mass—spring systems of the ATD and restraint system are not shown to full detail 
in Figure 1. The spring constants for the energy absorbing seat legs were determined 
from tests by JAARS while the dampers were calculated to prevent the seat's motion 
rebounds oscillations. This is desired in order to provide a tool for assessing the effects 
of forward fuselage structures that may help limit the impact loads transmitted to the 
occupant and cabin structure. 
Other safety technologies explored in this study are the use of airbags. New federal au-
tomobile safety laws require automakers to include airbags as standard equipment. Al-
though not entirely feasible with that standard control yoke used in general aviation air-
craft of the past, airbags may very well find their place in modern "fly-by-wire" or 
sidestick control configuration as technology makes its way into the general aviation 
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field through such efforts as the NASA/FAA Advanced General Aviation Transport Ex-
periments (AGATE). 
Results obtained from the series of simulations performed in this project include peak 
decelerations of the crash sled, seat, and occupant. Forces on the occupant caused by 
seat restraints as well as data necessary to calculate HIC and AIS. Criteria for the de-
sign of forward fuselage sections to reduce impact loading to occupants is established. 
Cabin volumes established statically are proved or disproved and appropriate recom-
mendations made. 
2. HISTORY 
3,1 Early On 
When aviation took its initial steps at the turn of the twentieth century it was often re-
garded as a pass-time for adventurers or thrill seekers, certainly not something in 
which the average person would participate. In fact it was quite dangerous as inventors 
struggled to get airborne with whatever contraption they may have built that week. 
Crashes, bumps, and close calls were common with this fledgling industry. 
With the Wright brothers' success, a relative stability grew in aviation that would soon 
show how important it was to be able to remain in one's seat. Safety belts were incorpo-
rated almost immediately so that pilots in open cockpits could remain in control even 
in difficult flight situations such as high-g maneuvers and rolls. Such restraints were 
an obvious part of any cockpit but were motivated by practical needs and control, not 
by safety. Cabin environments were barren at best and personal safety was low on the 
designers check sheet. 
Although accidents occurred in great numbers, little attention was paid to them. It was 
an "if at first we don't succeed, try, try again" era and pilots accepted the risks. Shortly 
after World War II Hugh DeHaven survived a mid air collision over England; a crash 
that had resulted in three fatalities. As a result, DeHaven initiated research into crash-
worthiness involving on-site investigations of airplane accidents to identify compo-
9 
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nents and/or subsystems contributing to injuries and/or fatalities.5 The results of this 
research produced accident investigation procedures that are still in use. To this date 
onsite investigations are still considered the best method of determining accident 
causes and initiating steps to prevent similar occurrences in the future. 
2.2 Planes and Automobiles 
Through the FARs, the FAA oversees how airplanes are certified and, consequently, 
manufactured in the United States with nearly all countries establishing a similar form 
of regulatory body to control aircraft certification. Strict requirements for materials, 
configuration, operational usage, safety, and testing all have combined to make avi-
ation significantly safer than what it was eighty years ago at its beginnings. General avi-
ation of the 1940s and 50s was ahead of the automotive industry of the same period in 
safety concerns. GA aircraft offered lap belts which provided some restraint in the 
event of an emergency while automobiles generally offered none. It was not until 1958 
that lap belts became standard equipment on Chrysler automobiles. 
In the 1940s, automobile manufacturers experienced rapid growth and expansion. New 
manufacturers and new models arrived on the scene. Competition peaked and the fo-
cus was on vehicle styling - window dressing for the most part with little substance in 
vehicle quality or safety. The general public at large was as enthused about their cars 
as the much smaller sector of private pilots was about general aviation airplanes and 
the two shared a naive view of safety. Pioneers like Henry Tbcker helped attract atten-
tion to safety concerns in automobiles. He took many of the aspects of military war-
planes to improve the safety of automobiles including seat belts, safety glass, and im-
11 
proved visibility. The Big Three automakers did not agree with nor did they follow 
Tucker's lead in these areas choosing instead to force him out of the auto manufacturing 
business. 
The National Tiraffic and Motor Vehicle Safety act of 1966 gives the Secretary of Trans-
portation the authority to set Federal motor vehicle safety standards.8 Federal Motor 
Vehicle Safety Standard (FMVSS) 208 was first issued March 3,19678 initially mandat-
ing lap belts in the 1968 model year. In 1975, federal law required automobile manufac-
turers to provide inertial reel restraint systems with lab and shoulder belts as standard 
equipment on all automobiles sold in the United States. Inertial reels were more com-
fortable than the older fixed shoulder harness because they offered the occupant rela-
tive freedom of movement. However, when a specified amount of deceleration is expe-
rienced the belt "locks up," there—by restraining the passenger. The revision of 
FMVSS 208 issued in 1981 required the use of "passive restraint" systems to include 
either automatic seat belts or airbags. At that point in time (1983-84) most automak-
ers chose to implement automatic seat belts, leaving airbags for a later time and a later 
version of FMVSS 208.8 
Aircraft manufacturers have been slow in following suite. Inertial reels were incorpo-
rated into GA aircraft as retrofits and it is not uncommon today to find a GA aircraft 
with the older fixed shoulder harness. In the mid to late seventies aircraft manufactur-
ers enjoyed a lucrative period lasting over thirty years: Airplanes were considered both 
safe and popular and sales were very high (Fig.2). 
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Figure 2 also shows a sharp decline in deliveries from 1946 to 1951, this was due to an 
overproduction immediately following World War II. Pilots trained for the military 
were being discharged by the thousands and continued to pursue flying with general avi-
ation. Once the initial glutton of GA aircraft production was distributed, production 
stabilized between 7,000 and 17,000 units per year. 
2.3 Legal Difficulties 
In the early years, 1950-1970, GA manufacturers considered litigation suits a nuisance 
— often settling cases out of court to spare expenses. As the 1980s began, GA aircraft 
manufacturers became targets of product liability suits over accidents that resulted in 
injury or death. Manufacturers found themselves on the defensive and production of 
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Figure 2. General Aviation Deliveries Per Year1 
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Manufacturers began paying out millions of dollars in claims for accidents for which 
they were "liable." Often times the accident was not necessarily the fault of the 
manufacturer but they would often bare the brunt of the responsibility. To make up this 
added expense GA manufacturers increased the price tag of newly manufactured air-
craft to include the cost of product liability insurance. This resulted in a very sharp 
increase in all aircraft prices (Fig. 3), and consequently impacted sales most in the Gen-
eral Aviation category. A 20% additional expense on to the price of a business class 
jet still leaves that aircraft in the price range that most businesses are capable of pur-
chasing, but to add a much higher percentage on a GA aircraft (50%—60%) often 
prices these aircraft far beyond the means of private pilots who comprise the market 
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Figure 3. Price Increase of Civil Aircraft9 
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The FAA, at the recommendation of the National Transportation and Safety Board 
(NTSB) began working on a series of changes to the FARs that eventually became law 
in 1988 to establish many new safety requirements. Unfortunately these changes came 
too late to be of help to GA manufacturers. With no new aircraft being designed, and 
only sparse production of older GA designs, no new aircraft have been certified under 
the new FARs. This leaves only meager production of older certified aircraft (CAR 3 
and early FAR 23) which are forced, by regulation, to essentially be the same as those 
produced in the 1950s. 
400000 
Average Single Engine GA Aircraft Cost 
Per Year 
1990 
Figure 4. Average Single Engine GA Aircraft Cost Per Year.10 
2.4 Improvements in safety 
The main safety related changes to the FARs came about in the form of paragraphs 
23.561 and 23.562 which define Emergency Landing Conditions, both static and dy-
namic, and refer to the occupants, the seats, restraints, and items of mass within the cab-
15 
in defining loading conditions for all. While a significant step in occupant protection, 
none of the GA aircraft that were being made were required to be certified under the 
new rules and therefore do not possess these types of seat/restraint systems. Serious 
injuries and fatalities continued to hamper GA manufacturers forcing most into bank-
ruptcy or completely out of business. Foreign manufacturers, such as Aerospaciale, 
partially filled the void left by the United States manufacturers because they had no his-
tory of products within the United States and were, as a consequence, not threatened 
by the American legal system. 
Even though these imported planes were relatively modern aircraft, their safety 
technologies still do not meet the existing FARs and are not required to meet them be-
cause of their certification dates. Despite vast improvements in other areas, such as 
avionics, GA aircraft are still without the safety systems an individual consumer can ob-
tain in an automobile. 
3.JMRSSEAT 
One of the difficulties encountered in certifying new designs to the latest FAR 23 in-
volves the required use of energy absorbing seat designs. New dynamic tests for seats 
and restraints "for crew or passenger occupancy in a normal, utility, or aerobatic cate-
gory airplane, must successfully complete dynamic tests or be demonstrated by rational 
analysis supported by dynamic tests, in accordance with each of the following condi-
tions."11 These tests are: 
23.562.b.l For the first test, the change in velocity may not 
be less than 31 feet per second. The seat/restraint system 
must be oriented in its nominal position with respect to 
the airplane and with the horizontal plane of the airplane 
pitched up 60 degrees, with no yaw, relative to the impact 
vector. For seat/restraint systems to be installed in the 
front row of the airplane, peak deceleration must occur in 
not more than 0.05 seconds after impact and must reach 
a minimum of 19g. For all other seat/restraint systems, 
peak deceleration must occur in not more than 0.06 se-
conds after impact and must reach a minimum of 15g. 
23.562.b.2 For the second test, the change in velocity may 
not be less than 42 feet per second. The seat/restraint sys-
tem must be oriented in its nominal position with respect 
to the airplane and with the vertical plane of the airplane 
yawed 10 degrees, with no pitch, relative to the impact 
vector in a direction that results in the greatest load on the 
shoulder harness. For seat/restraint systems to be 
installed in the first row of the airplane, peak deceleration 
must occur in not more than 0.05 seconds after impact and 
must reach a minimum of 26g. For all other seat/restraint 
systems, peak deceleration must occur in not more than 




The FARs go on to mention compliance with the ATD, seat deformation, harness strap, 
and Head Injury Criteria (HIC). HIC is the current method for assessing brain injury 
potential due to forehead impact.12 It is defined as: 
HIC = (AaVg)2-5(t2 - ti) (eqn. 1) 
Where Aavg - The average resultant acceleration 
(expressed inG) of the center of 
mass of the head for the time inter-
val of t2 - ti. 
(l2 "" ti) - A time interval (expressed in s e -
conds) for which an average accel-
eration is calculated.12 
FAR Part 23.562 requires an HIC value of less than or equal to 1000 for head contact 
with items of mass with in the cabin. 
Tests conducted at the FAAs Civil Aeromedical Institute (CAMI) and NASA Langley 
have shown that present day seats installed in many GA aircraft, like those in Cessna 
and Piper, will not pass the current requirements of these tests. Such seats break apart 
or become detached from the seat track or deck, making both seat and occupant a pro-
jectile.4 
2JJAAR& 
The Jungle Aviation and Radio Service4 is an inter-denominational missionary orga-
nization flying missions of mercy in the under- developed regions of Indonesia, Africa, 
and South America. Another organization, Mission Aviation Fellowship (MAF), to-
gether with JAARS operate approximately 120 aircraft in these rugged conditions. 
Used primarily where ground transportation is absent or not efficient, a JAARS or 
MAF airplane takes off on an average of one every four minutes. In these dangerous 
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conditions JAARS logged 46 crashes over a three year period with a fatality rate of 15 %. 
By 1983, statistics such as this caused JAARS to research ways to improve safety for 
their GA aircraft in accordance with the proposed new standards before they were re-
quired as a part of the FARs. 
Their research culminated with the JAARS crew, second row, and rear passenger seats 
(Figs. 5,6,7, respectively) that have demonstrated unofficially to meet or exceed the 
current requirements of the FARs. 
Figure 5. JAARS Crew Seat Figure 6. JAARS Second Row Passenger. 
with AN6506 lap belt. Seat; shown installed and stowed. 
Figure 7. JAARS Rear Passenger Seat for Cessna 206. 
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It is important to note that this family of seats is net certified. Their testing and develop-
ment was conducted before the update to FAR 23.562 in 1988 and therefore were not 
officially witnessed or certified. 
3.2 Energy Absorption 
The reasons the JAARS seat has faired so well under FAR type dynamic impact loading 
tests are two-fold. First, the JAARS seat is made using AISI 4130 steel as opposed to 
the aluminum commonly used to save weight in most GA seats. This adds some insig-
nificant weight to the aircraft, but the extruded steel tubes resist failure far better than 
their cast aluminum counterparts. The second is the JAARS seat's ability to allow large 
deformations without tube buckling. This is accomplished by the use of a tightly wound 
coil spring inside the forward "S" shaped leg structure (Fig. 8). In tests conducted at 
CAMI and NASA Langley the JAARS seat passed both dynamic tests patterned after 
what was to become the FARS while the standard Cessna crew seat failed the same test. 
Figure 8. "S" leg and enclosed coil spring 
for the JAARS Crew Seat. 
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The energy absorbed as the seat gradually deforms without breaking helps in limiting 
the impact load transmitted to and experienced by the occupant. In addition to the re-
trofitting of these seats into their aircraft, JAARS pilots also wear helmets and four-
point harnesses as a comprehensive occupant safety system. 
3.3 JAARS-like Seat 
JAARS themselves maintain a high degree of security about specifications for their 
seats. Developed and tested by 1984, full commercial production has yet to begin. As 
part of the NASA/URA ADP Embry-Riddle students examined and characterized the 
JAARS seat during the summer of 1994. A video of the dynamic tests conducted at 
CAMI in 1983 was obtained from JAARS and still photos were observed to allow stu-
dents to define a JAARS - like seat for incorporation into the ADP airplane design con-
cepts. It is this JAARS-like seat (Fig. 9) that is modeled for this computer simulation. 
Figure 9. Embry-Riddle JAARS-like seat. 
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One obvious change from the original JAARS seat is the addition of a headrest to help 
limit neck injuries on impact. "Neck injuries tend to be 'minor' (ie: whiplash) or cata-
strophic (ie: cord separation). Often the difference in the load between a minor injury 
and a catastrophic injury is small."13 Neck injuries in extension have AIS values of 1 
and 2 (minor) while injuries in flexion can have AIS values of 5 and 6 (catastrophic).13 
The headrest also serves to accommodate the shoulder harness guide, keeping the 
shoulder harness at the proper angle and in position on the occupant in an emergency 
situation as required by the FARs. 
Both seats have adjustable back rests that can be released to fold forward for rear ac-
cess. The frame structure including the energy absorbing "S" legs are structurally simi-
lar to the original JAARS seat as is the track placement and arrangement. 
4, SJMUUT1QN 
In its simplest form, a simulation should provide an accurate representation of some 
real event. In the area of computer simulation several factors that can affect the out-
come must be considered. These include hardware and software limitations, availabil-
ity, cost, complexity, precision, and time to run. To develop a simulation of the JAARS 
seat deformation during the emergency landing as prescribed in FAR Part 23.562, a dy-
namics software that would be complex enough to follow at least the motions in two 
dimensions but yet be user friendly to allow its use by design students is desired. 
It was determined early on in this effort that the simulation should be based on a Per-
sonal Computer (PC) usage rather than on Embry-Riddle's Sun UNIX network. The 
reason for this decision was driven by hardware availability; it is easier to locate a PC 
to use for hours on end than it is to find an available Sun workstation because of the 
limited number of Suns and their high usage by the student body. Also cost plays a role 
in hardware selection; most programs for UNIX workstations are a high priced (several 
hundred to several thousand dollars) and such software would most likely not be readily 
available to students. Simulation programs for UNIX workstations tend to be more de-
tailed and involved often requiring substantial training for their use. 
The expectations for complexity and precision originally desired were somewhat higher 
in the beginning of this project. The idea of including FE displacement data for deck 
buckling was initially desired, but proved to be not possible with the software that was 
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chosen. Three dimensional analysis was eliminated from consideration very early be-
cause of the known complexities of such a system. It was concluded that the importance 
of cabin volume or occupant/seat motion could be easily explored in two dimensions 
from the cabin side view. 
4.1 Working Model 
Knowledge Revolution of San Mateo, California produces a motion simulation soft-
ware for engineering, animation, and prototyping called Working Model. This software 
"combines advanced editing capabilities to provide a complete, professional tool for 
engineering and animation simulation. The dynamic simulation engine provides a 
translation of real world Newtonian mechanics to the computer, while the simple yet 
powerful graphical interface makes it easy to experiment with various scenarios and sit-
uations."14 Simulations of this nature are not as simple as selecting a topic and a soft-
ware and making motion (unfortunately). The simulation must be constructed inside 
the computer and can only be as accurate as input values and interfacings (spring-
mass—dampers) prescribed by the user. Working Model offers many of the features 
necessary for this project. These include being readily available and of reasonable cost 
($235.00 for WM2.0). It operates on a personal computer (IBM 486 with 8MB RAM 
or Mac 680X0) with Windows® and is user friendly. It also seems to be complex enough 
to accurately model the tests that this project demands. 
Working Model does have its limitations. It is strictly a two dimensional dynamics pro-
gram which, when applied to the present experiment, conflicts with the FAR's second 
test condition; that of a 10 degree yaw to the side that produces the greatest load on the 
shoulder harness. A top view of the simulation would not have the same moments of 
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inertia as the side view (which is what will be utilized) and therefore not be an accurate 
simulation. However this shortfall is overcome with a restriction: that the type of re-
straint simulated be of the four-point type, with two shoulder harnesses (Fig. 10). This 
avoids the impact having a worst direction with regard to a specific yaw angle. 
3—point 4—point 
Figure 10. Three and Four-point Harness Restraints. 
The time for Working Model to run a simulation is dependent on the complexity and 
measurements made on the simulation. Simple spring-mass-damper experiments 
run with great fluidity even on IBM 386 PCs, but the more complex simulations that 
include measuring certain perameters (acceleration, velocity, force, etc.) can take 
much longer. Still, it was presumed from the beginning that the total run times would 
be reasonable enough to make first pass decisions from. 
4.2 Realities of Simulation 
The problem of the seat deformation can be separated into two parts. As with most 
situations in nature there is a linear part and a non-linear part. The linear portion of 
the seat deformation represents a minute deflection occurring up to a specific loading, 
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that remains in the elastic range for the material of the legs for the seat. The non-lin-
ear portion is the large deflection that occurs and that is associated with most of the 
energy absorbing activity that makes the seat an effective safety device. This motion 
can be expressed as a non-linear spring, one at the forward leg position and one at the 
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Figure 11. Model Seat with Variable Spring Legs. 
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The stiffness values associated with the model seat's legs were calculated from the vid-
eo to be very nearly three different linear springs with values dependent on the total 
deflection of the leg. 
Although the seat legs undergo obvious material non-linearities on a localized level, 
the bulk movements of the seat/occupant system remain linear, thereby making the ma-
terial non-linearities unimportant in simulating gross motions. Since it is the overall 
motion that is desired, the transient motion of the seat legs may be linearly modelled 
as well. The seat legs will be discussed in greater detail in section 4.2.3. 
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4,24 Modelling From Video 
In order to reproduce the motions observed in the crash tests, a video of tests was stu-
died frame by frame using a video cassette recorder (VCR). The testing sequence con-
tains slow motion black and white footage of several tests run using the constraints of 
FAR Part 23.562 testing procedures. This footage, observed on a 27 inch television, was 
timed by using the frame by frame advance on the VCR. The motion was traced onto 
clear milar with the location of the front and rear of the seat clearly marked for each 
time interval. By utilizing the known dimensional scale and the known initial velocity 
of the test sled, a time frame for the seat deformation was established. Table 1 shows 
the appropriate scales and Table 2 shows the appropriate time intervals and frames. 







































Because the video camera was stationary as the test sled moved across the camera's 
field of view there is some geometric error induced in determining the actual distance 
covered. This variation is proven to be negligible through the following exercise. 
. field of v i e w _ _ 
Figure 12. Video Camera Field of View. 
For initial and final fields of view (yQ and Yf) of 20 degrees the variation of the lengths 
of the vectors the actual distance (Dact) and the observed distance (D0bs) can be found. 
From the insert of Figure 12 it can be shown that 
Dobs = Dact cosy (eqn. 2) 
and therefore, 
This results in a maximum variation of just 6.4 percent of a 40 degree total field of view 
with the greatest error occurring at the entrance and exit of the camera's field limits. 
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Figure 13. Trace of Seat from Video. 
4.2.2 Seat Thice 
The trace of the front and rear points of the seat shown (Fig. 13) gives a portion of the 
necessary information needed to determine an approximate equivalent spring 
constant, k, for the front and rear legs of the JAARS seat. With the relative x—y axis 
shifted such that they axis is parallel with the direction of the seat legs and the x axis 
is at 90 degrees with the positive direction being forward of the seat (Fig. 14), displace-
ment plots in each of these directions can be made vs time (Table 3). 
Figure 14. Orientation of Axis for Measuring JAARS-seat. 
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* exact measurement not possible, first number value is an assumed elastic deformation. 
This displacement information is then correlated with the acceleration for each direc-
tion given from the video. The Y - direction peak acceleration was given as 21 g's which 
is used to calculate the acceleration in the X—direction, 13.49 g's. This is accomplished 
from simple trigonometry with the peak acceleration of the sled shown as 24.3 g's in hte 
absolute reference frame (Fig. 15). It is also known from the video when the peak de-
celeration occurs. FAR Part 23.562 prescribes that the peak deceleration occur no 
more that 50 milliseconds after impact, the JAARS CAMI test meets the criteria with 
the peak occurring 39.2 milliseconds after impact. Figures 16 and 17 display the decel-
eration curves for the relative X and Y axis respectively. 
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0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 
Time (seconds) 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 Time (seconds) 
Figure 16. Deceleration in X. Figure 17. Deceleration in Y 
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4.2.3 Seat Leg Spring Constants 
By correlating the acceleration vs time curves with the displacement vs time curves for 
each leg of the seat a force vs displacement curve (Fig. 18 and 19) is generated. The 
significance of this is curve is similar to that of a stress vs strain curve for a material: 
the slope of the curve represents its elasticity or plasticity. It is the value of the piece-
wise slopes that represent the spring constant, k, for the legs of the seat. 
In the case of they - direction there are three values ofk for each leg. Each of the three 
regions is very nearly linear as shown in the curves. The values for the spring constants 







Force vs Y Displacement 
Front of Seat 
4.0 6.0 
Displacement in Y (in) 
8.0 10.0 
Figure 18. Force vs Y Displacement, Front of Seat. 
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Force vs Y Displacement 
Rear of Seat 




Displacement in Y (in) 
Figure 19. Force vs Y Displacement, Rear of Seat. 















These values bring an interesting topic to light: that of a negative spring. A negative 
spring is a spring that becomes easier to compress the further it is displaced. Normally 
a spring will resist such displacement with a restoring force, but the negative constant 
represents a negative restoring force. A similar phenomenon is noted in the plastic re-
gion of many types of metals just before failure. On engineering stress vs strain curves 
the slope becomes negative after achieving some relative maximum called the yield-
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point. After this maximum it takes less force to displace the material further causing 
the engineering stress to drop. This lead to a bit of a problem in this simulation: Work-
ing Model can accept a negative spring, but it can not place all three different types of 
spring forces into one spring. Several attempts were made to overcome this including 
mounting several springs in parallel so that the sum of their constants would equal to 
the necessary equivalent constant but these attempts failed. Therefore another ap-
proach to solving for the spring force was sought. 
4.3 Defining Parameters 
Since the variation in spring constants for the seat legs could not be simulated directly, 
a single spring-damper system that exhibited the correct amount of deformation in the 
specified period of time was considered to be a reasonable alternative. Once again the 
acceleration curve governing the test in they direction (Fig. 17) was employed. The 
narration from the test video states that the duration of the acceleration pulse was 83 
milliseconds for the sled. From observed measurements of the deflection the total time 
for the curve of the seat is 92 milliseconds with the peak occurring at 39 milliseconds. 
Table 5. Observed JAARS Seat Dynamic Characteristics. 
Front of JAARS Seat 
Rear of JAARS Seat 






The values in Table 5 are used as the criteria for determining the two spring-damper 
systems to represent the legs of the JAARS-like seat. The general system is shown in 
Figure 19 and is a simple mass-spring-damper with a forcing function f(t). The damp-
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ing ratio was chosen to be greater than one as continued oscillations were not desired. 
The general equation of motion is governed by equation 4. 
Figure 20. General Spring-Mass-Damper System. 
mx + ex + kx = f(t) (eqn. 4) 
For an overdamped system this equation may be solved for the time to reach maximum 
deflection (eqn. 5) and the maximum deflection itself (eqn. 6). These equations are 
solved itteratively with a Fortran program (see Appendix A) until the proper time and 
deflection are reached. With this information in hand the damping ratio and natural 
frequency are used to solve for the spring stiffness and damping coefficient. 
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The results of this analysis are displayed in Tables 6 and 7. 












































It is important to note that the general spring-mass-damper system shown in Figure 
18 is equivalent to that of a spring—mass-damper system with no forcing function f(t) 
travels some distance, h, into a rigid barrier (Fig. 21). This is more representative of 
what the seat is experiencing on the crash sled with the momentum of the mass creating 


















Figure 21. Spring-Mass-Damper System Impact. 
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4.3.1 Deceleration. Velocity, and Displacement 
The deceleration curve for the* direction of the sled as displayed in Figure 22 is of the 
skewed triangular pulse shape. The equations of the pulse are given in two segments: 
one for the rise and the other for the fall. 
Rise Fall 
ai(t) = -19,974t a2(t) = 14,829.5t - 13643 (eqn. 7) 
These equations can be integrated with respect to time to give velocity equations (eqn. 
8) with the constant of integration found from the boundary condition at t = 0, V = V0 
= 34.8 ft/sec for the rise and from at t = tp = 39.2 ms, V = Vp = 26.65ft/sec. 
Vj(t) = -9987t2 + 42 V2(t) = 7414J5t2 - 13643t + 68,7 (eqn- 8) 
These equations can again be integrated with respect to time to yield displacement 
equations (eqn. 9) with the constant of integration found from the boundary condition 
at / = 0,5 = 0 for the rise and from at/ = ^ = 39.2 ms, S = Sp = 1.446 ft. 
Sj(t) = -3329t3 + 42t S2(t) = 247L6t3 - 682.15t2 + 68Jt - 0348 (eqn. 9) 
The graphical representation of these equations can be seen in Figures 23 and 24. It 
is important to note that over the time concerned (t < 92 ms) these equations give 
theoretical velocities and displacements for the sled only. Also, the deceleration is ex-
pressed as a positive value in the accompanying figures even though the sled is being 
slowed by arresting cables and experiencing a deceleration relative to the ground. The 
seat is experiencing an acceleration with respect to the sled. 
800.0 
0.02 





Figure 22. Magnitude of Deceleration vs Time Curve. 
50.0 
0.00 0.02 





Figure 23. Velocity vs Time Curve. 
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0.00 
Displacement of Sled 
X direction 
0.02 0.04 0.06 
Time (seconds) 
0.08 0.10 
Figure 24. Displacement vs Time Curve. 
4.4 ggjit Belts 
The restraint harness chosen for for the simulation is a four-point harness that incor-
porates inertia reels on each shoulder strap. This is due to Working Model's 2—D li-
mitation. The twisting action of the body associated with the standard three -point har-
ness cannot be simulated. Seat belt properties such as elasticity can be simulated 
through the use of a spring attached to the fixed end of the harness. Working Model 
does not allow the length of a rope or pulley system to exceed a given maximum14 but 






Figure 25. Model Seat Belt (Rope and Pulley System with Spring). 
The value for the spring constant associated with the model seat belt is merely Young's 
Modulus for an actual seat belt. For a given loading it will be possible to define how 
much the belt will stretch. A simple tension test using an MTS tension machine was 
conducted on several 14 inch lengths of automotive seat belts. A gauge length was 
marked and measured over a range from 100 lbs until failure at 2700 lbs. The gauge 
length was measured at each 100 lb increment with a compass and a vernier caliper (Fig. 
26). The individual values are displayed in Appendix B. Young's Modulus was then 
found from the slope of the stress-strain curve (Fig. 27) to be 278 ksi. 
Load Cell 





Load Cell Output 
MTS Hydraulic Grips 





Stress vs Strain 
Belt test 2 
0.02 0.04 0.06 
Strain (in/in) 
0.08 0.10 
Figure 27. Seat Belt Stress-Strain Curve. 
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4,5 Anthropomorphics 
The final parameter to be defined is the most important: the ATD. The test dummy 
required by FAR Part 23 is that "defined by 49 CFR Part 572, Subpart B, or an FAA 
approved equivalent, with a nominal weight of 170 pounds and seated in the normal 
upright position."11 The FAA approved equivalent used at Embry-Riddle actually en-
compasses three different statures defined by Military Standard (MIL-STD) 1472. 
These are for the 5th, 50th, and 95th percentile male aviators (Fig. 28). Simulating and 
exploring such a wide range in stature and weight (Table 8) allows for a more complete 
analysis of cabin environment situations that will be experienced in actual applications. 
Table 8. MIL-STD Male Aviator Specifications. 
Weight 
Stature 










ATDs representing each one of the physiques listed above was constructed in Working 
Model. A template for such a manikin was already available through working model 
in a demonstration program called "fallman.wm." This is a simple motion demonstra-
tion displaying the side view of a test dummy falling from a given height. The test 
dummy measured 74 inches tall and 215 lbs in weight; almost exactly that of the 95th 
percentile male aviator. Constraints to allow the ATD to move like its real life counter-
part include ropes and separators to keep limbs from motions not possible. Without 
these constraints the head might be allowed to pivot until the back of the head rested 
against the small of the back, or even pass through the upper torso and continue to spin. 
Normally the constraints on the ATD are hidden as to keep visibility of the dummy and 
its motions more clear, but they are displayed in Figure 29. 
50th 95th 
Figure 28. 5th, 50th, and 95th Percentile Male Aviators. 
Rope 
Spacer 
Figure 29. Working Model ATD with Constraints Shown. 
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Mass distributions based on human physiology to select appropriate weights for each 
defined portion or "mass" of the Working Model ATD were examined. The weight of 
each mass is important to the program for determining moments of inertia and calculat-
ing momentum and force once the simulation is running. Table 9 shows the individual 
masses and their associated weights for each of the three statures of ATD. 





Chest & Upper Torso 




Working Model ATDs 
5th 
8.01b 
6.2 lb @ 
3.7 lb @ 
0.01 lb @* 
37.1 lb 
24.7 lb 
12.4 lb @ 
6.2 lb @ 
3.1 lb @ 
50th 
10.3 lb 
7.9 lb @ 
4.7 lb @ 
0.01 lb @* 
47 .4 lb 
31.6 lb 
15.8 lb @ 
7.9 lb @ 
4.0 lb @ 
95th 
13.01b 
10.0 lb @ 
6.0 lb @ 
0.01 lb @* 
60.01b 
40.0 lb 
20.0 lb @ 
10.01b@ 
5.0 lb @ 
* Working Model ATDs assign negligable weight to the hands. 
$t TESTING 
Testing procedures with Working Model are intended to duplicate the test results of the 
JAARS seat tests performed at NASA Langley in 1983. The two tests observed were 
conducted in accordance with FAR Part 23.562.b.l and 2. The 60 degree pitch up situa-
tion (Fig. 30) is the subject of the first test. The initial velocity is 42 feet per second, 
which is higher than the FARs require but equal to that used in the Langley test. The 
second test is conducted with a 0 degree pitch at impact. JAARS conducted both 0 de-
gree and 10 degree yaw impacts at Langley4 for this type and the 0 degree situation is 
what will be simulated (Fig. 31). Again, the initial velocity is 42 feet per second and an 
acceleration spike similar to Figure 21 is generated as well. After impact (at / = 90 mil-
liseconds) the deformation of the seat reaches a maximum and any necessary observa-
tions are made. 
Figure 30. Working Model Test 1,60 degree pitch up. 
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Figure 31. Working Model Test 2,0 degree pitch, 0 degree yaw. 
5.1 Modeling with Working Model® 
The interface for Working Model is similar to that of any two dimensional computer 
aided drafting (CAD) program but the similarities cease there. The visual representa-
tions of dampers, springs, pulleys, gears, and masses of various shapes are simple to 
create with the Toolbar. Changing size and shape may be done by "point and click" with 
the PC's mouse on the object to change. One of the shortcomings is the automatic scal-
ing of distances for sizing and moving objects - it is dependent on the view magnifica-
tion, not by user definition. If an object needs to be moved 5 inches it may be able to 
move in increments of only 3 inches, depending on the view scale. There is no keyboard 
entry option for displacements. Another limitation is that of units. Most units for items 
like displacement, velocity, or energy are in common engineering form in either Eng-
lish or SI units, however depending on the particular test set up the velocity (in English 
units) is only available in miles per hour, not feet per second as most engineers use and 
acceleration is available in miles per hour per second. This is the case for this experi-
ment. Despite these minor inconveniences, Working Model is a reasonably easy pro-
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gram to use. Once the objects of the simulation are defined the simulation may be 
placed into motion. In addition to being able to visually see the reactions of the simula-
tion they may also be displayed as values. Measurements of force, acceleration, time, 
etc. may be displayed for a given mass item. It was the acceleration curve for the test 
sled that was measured first. 
5.1.1 Test Sled and Deceleration Blocks 
The test sled and its mechanism for decelerating from a 42 ft/sec initial velocity is an 
important part of creating an accurate simulation. Video of airliner passenger seat test-
ing performed at CAMI was studied because of the detail of the test sled and arrestor 
wires it showed. The test sled is an aluminum structure that is pulled along a track by 
a series of falling weights. Once brought to the desired velocity the sled impacts with 
a series of arrestor wires which bring the sled to a stop in a specified period of time and 
distance. The tension and number of these wires may be varied to give the desired de-
celeration curve for a particular test. 
The sled was simple to construct in Working Model as a series of rectangular blocks 
rigidly joined. The sled is comprised of the main deck®, seat belt support®, lateral seat 
support®, and track connection® (Fig. 32). The track that the sled moves laterally in 
is imbedded in the stationary base®. The arrestor wires that decelerate the actual sled 
were not feasible to recreate in Working Model, so the alternative but similar concept 
of having the sled impact a series of decelerating blocks was devised. The blocks® are 
kept from flying away after impact by an upper restraint® and ultimately come to rest 
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against a final stationary block®. The weight of these blocks is varied to give the desired 
deceleration, similar to varying the number and tension of the arrestor wires in the actu-
al test. 
Figure 32. Working Model Sled and Deceleration Blocks. 
5.1.2 JAARS-like Seat and ATD 
The modeling of the seat represented a different challenge than that of the sled. The 
tubular steel legs were replaced by a spring-damper system at each leg position, for-
ward and rear. The actual seat has foam cushions that deflect under the weight of the 
occupant. Items of mass in Working Model are rigid in form. They can be set such that 
collisions between masses are not perfectly elastic, but the minor deformation (and 
subsequent energy absorption) cannot be simulated. This limitation was considered 
minor in the greater scope of the simulation, but must be kept in mind when analyzing 
the results. 
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5.1.3 Sled Deceleration Curve 
The actual sled experiences a certain deceleration curve in the ^ direction causing the 
21 g vertical load on the seat (for Test 1). This results in a 24.3 g spike occurring approxi-
mately 40 milliseconds after impact and having a duration of 91 milliseconds. To repeat 
this, several tests had to be conducted with the sled, with no seat or ATD, impacting 
deceleration blocks of varying weight and spacing until the proper impulse was 
achieved. The number of blocks became fixed at 13 after some initial tests were con-
ducted. This number seemed to give the smoothest transition as Working Model calcu-
lated each frame of the test. The weight values were adjusted until a reasonable curve 
was obtained. Acceleration values for some of the tests are listed in Table 10. The use 
of deceleration blocks does not produce as continuous a curve (Fig. 34) as the actual 
sled arrestor wires, but after a considerable number of trial and error attempts a rea-
sonable curve for the sled was obtained (Fig. 35). 
A direct comparison of sled test ll 's acceleration curve to the desired acceleration 
curve (Fig. 36) shows the differences and shortcomings of the use of deceleration blocks 
instead of arrestor wires. The differences in the curve are considered to be of minor 
consequence in the overall evaluation of the simulation. Both the time to rise and peak 
amplitude are accurate with the overall area beneath the two curves having the greatest 
difference. Deceleration block weights are listed in Table 11. 
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Figure 34. Deceleration Curve for Sled Test 3. 
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Figure 35. Deceleration Curve for Sled Test 11. 
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Deceleration Curve 
Actual Sled vs Sled 11 
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Figure 36. Comparison of Deceleration Curves for Sled Test 11 and Desired Curve. 





























Deceleration block weight values began equally at 200 lbs each. Frame by frame mea-
surement of the acceleration was studied to decide if the weight assigned to a particular 
block was too high or too low. After the weight of one block was varied, the test was 
run to find what change, if any, it had on the acceleration curve. With each experiment 
taking approximately 20 minutes to run this became a very time consuming effort. In 
fact, when combined with the ATD and JAARS - like seat the experiment took in excess 
of 16 hours to run to completion. Depending on the individual computer speed, experi-
ments can take as long as 24 hours. This increase in time due to the addition of so many 
moving masses, was far too great for this effort and an alternative method of decelerat-
ing the sled was found. 
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5.1.4 "Plunger" type riecelerator 
A decelerating system based on an impact block separated from a stationary block by 
a spring -damper was devised (Fig 37). The distance between the impact block and the 
stationary block was calculated from the displacement equation for the sled in the X 
direction (eqn. 9) and was found to be 25.5 inches. The stiffness and damping values 
were found by trial and error. As this type of arrangement took less time to run than 
the deceleration blocks (60 seconds compared to 20 minutes) the time to find the prop-
er combination of stiffness and damping did not take as long. The deceleration curve 
generated from the plunger (Fig. 38) is less segmented and generally smoother than the 
deceleration block curve. 
*I* 
#-c^gp 
1 ^ 1 
Figure 37. "Plunger" Decelerating Device. 
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Deceleration Curve 
Actual Sled vs Slednew4 
80 100 40 60 
Time (milliseconds) 
Figure 38. Plunger Deceleration Curve 
The effect of varying both the stiffness, k, and damping coefficient, c, were studied and 
graphed. Figure 39 shows the variation of stiffness and Figure 40 shows the variation 
of damping. In each case, the remaining coefficient was held constant. 
40.0 
Sled with Varied Stiffness 
Deceleration in X 
0.0 20.0 40.0 60.0 
Time (milliseconds) 
80.0 100.0 
Figure 39. Deceleration of Plunger with Varying Stiffness. 
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30.0 
Sled with Varied Damping 
Deceleration in X 
20.0 40.0 60.0 80.0 
Time (milliseconds) 
100.0 
Figure 40. Deceleration of Plunger with Varying Damping. 
These figures show the trend that increasing damping has a profound effect on the ini-
tial deceleration of the sled and less effect as time goes on, while the increasing stiffness 
has no immediate effect, but increases the peak deceleration significantly. It is impor-
tant to note that the lower boundary for the previous two figures was not zero for the 
damping or the stiffness. These two curves are considered to be special cases and are 
shown below as Figures 41 and 42. Each test run with one of the coefficients set to zero 
resulted in unusual peaks or values as can be seen in both figures. These values did not 
coincide with the trend set by the variation of these coefficients in the positive direction. 
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50.0 
Sled with 0 damping 
Deceleration in X 60.0 
Sled with 0 Stiffness 
Deceleration in X 
-20.0 
0.0 20.0 40.0 60.0 80.0 100.0 
Time (milliseconds) 
0.0 20.0 40.0 60.0 80.0 100.0 
Time (milliseconds) 
Figure 41. Plunger Test with 
Zero Damping. 
Figure 42. Plunger Test with 
Zero Stiffness. 
The final values for the accepted plunger set up are shown in Table 12. These values 
produced the curve shown previously in Figure 38. This is considered to be the best 
approximation to the actual crash test deceleration. 
Table 12. Plunger Coefficients. 
Coefficient Values for Plunger 
Stiffness, k, lb/in 
2550 
Damping, c, lb-s/in 
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The run times for the experiment with ATD and JAARS-like seat are reduced to 10 
to 12 hours with the plunger decelerator. This represents a significant improvement 
over the 16 to 24 hours required with the deceleration blocks attempted initially. With 
the test sled capable of simulating the actual test sled acceleration curve, the motions 
of the seat and ATD can be scrutinized and brought to within the desired range. 
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5.1.5 Precision within Working Model 
Working Model takes each simulation in a particular time step and displays it as a 
frame. Once a complete simulation has been initially run, it may be re-run as a fluid 
series of still frames making for motion as that of a film. The time to calculate each 
frame of the initial run varies from simulation to simulation and machine to machine. 
Simple simulations, such as the sled impact on the deceleration blocks (Fig. 32), can 
be run quickly (1.5 minutes per frame) while simulations that involve great calculation 
or complex displays and measurements, such as the full simulation (Figs. 30 and 31), 
take a great deal of time to create each frame (35 minutes per frame). The precision 
of each frame's time step is user controlled and is set at 5 milliseconds to give relatively 
good speed without sacrificing accuracy. 
5.2 Test 1. 60 degree pitch up 
With the crash sled prepared, the JAARS-like seat and ATD are attached and oriented 
in the proper manner to resemble the actual test observed in the video. The angle of 
pitch is 60 degrees to comply with FAR Part 23.562.b.l. The initial conditions are given 
to each portion of the test sled as well as each portion of the ATD and JAARS - like seat 
for an initial velocity of 42 ft/sec. or 28.6 mph. The values of the JAARS-like seat's 
spring-damper legs are initially those calculated from the equations of motion given 
in section 4.3. As the first tests were run it was immediately apparent that the values 
for spring constant, k, and damping coefficient, c, were not exactly as required by the 
simulation. The equations used could not take into account the complex nature of the 
motion the seat experiences on the sled so some trial and error testing had to be run 
to bring these coefficients to accurate values. 
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Not only do the necessary values for the springs and dampers change because of the 
complex geometry, but the acceleration curve of the sled changes slightly as well. There 
is an added 230 lbs to the mass of the sled in addition to many inertia forces from the 
seat and ATD. A revised deceleration curve for the sled (Fig. 43) shows these changes. 
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Deceleration Curve 




Figure 43. Adjusted Sled Deceleration Curve. 
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With repeated testing and measuring of the seat deformation at front and rear stations, 
the values necessary for an accurate simulation were found. The stiffness for the rear 
legs of the seat was reasonably close to the calculated value, but the damping was differ-
ent by an order of magnitude (Table 13). The front legs faired similarly with the stiffness 
being closer to the calculated value than the damping (Table 14). Clearly the variation 
between the predicted and resulting values is explained by the complex system the 
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springs and dampers that are resident in for the simulation. Figure 44 shows a sequence 
from a test at various time intervals. Seat displacement values are further discussed in 
Chapter 6. 
Table 13. Coefficients for Rear Legs. 
Stiffness, k, lb/in 








Table 14. Coefficients for Front Legs. 
Stiffness, k, lb/in 








t = 0 t = 20ms t = 40ms 
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5.3 Test 2.0 degree pitch 
The test sled is repositioned so that it complies with the second test situation, that of 
zero pitch. The values for the plunger decelerator and JAARS -like seat leg constants 
remain the same. The goal here is to demonstrate thevalues for the leg spring-damper 
systems found in Test 1 will accurately reflect the motions for Test 2. This test scenario 
complies with FAR Part 23.562.b.2 in all respects except for the 10 degrees of yaw, this 
limitation was discussed in section 4.1. The deceleration curve for the sled is altered 
by the different conditions of the experiment (Fig. 45). It should be noted that the nega-
tive values in this figure represent positive accelerations in the X direction. The se-
quence shown in Figure 46 represents test frames at six different time intervals. 
Deceleration Curve 





0 20 40 60 80 100 
Time (milliseconds) 
Figure 45. Deceleration Curve, 0 degree pitch. 
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t = 0 t = 20ms t = 40ms 
t = 60ms t = 80ms t = 95ms 
Figure 46. Time Sequence for Test 2. 
Experimental run times for the head on impact, Test 2, were much shorter than that 
of the 60 degree pitch up, Test 1, Total times of nearly 5 hours as opposed to the 10 hours 
needed for Test 1 were noted. Test 2 has slightly fewer masses and simpler geometry, 
which may account for the increase in speed. Despite the increase in speed, the reac-
tions of the JAARS-like seat and ATD do not correspond to those observed in the 
JAARS crash test video. Explanation for these discrepancies are discussed in Chapter 
6. 
6. RESULTS 
Results for the tests discussed in the previous chapter will be presented in a number of 
ways - as measured seat displacement; as bulk body motion; as representative values 
of HIC and pelvis loading. Many pieces of information were gathered throughout the 
testing. Some of these were very important, such as the maximum displacement of the 
seat legs. Others were incidental, such as HIC values, but have been noted as well. 
6.1 Validation of Test 1 
The first test, that of 60 degrees pitch up, was considered valid if the displacement of 
the seat legs, both forward and rear, coincided with that of the actual seat in a similar 
situation. Also, the motions of the ATD should be similar at various time intervals dur-
ing the test. The displacements (Table 15) were similar and the test is considered to 
be reasonably accurate with the limitations of the program. 












The motions of the ATD are printed and scaled to the traced motions of the ATD from 
the crash test video. Outlines for the actual ATD and the experimental ATD are then 
overlaid to judge relative motion similarities. The traces for the initial condition are 
shown as Figure 47 and the traces for the maximum deflection are shown as Figure 48. 
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Figure 47. ATD Outlines at Initial Conditions, t = 0. 
Working Model ATD 
JAARS video 
trace ATD 
Figure 48. ATD Outlines at Maximum Deflection, t = 91 ms. 
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These figures show the similarities between the ATDs for each condition, further vali-
dating the accuracy of the experiment. The differences that can be noted in the position 
of the arms are an effect stemming from the experiment being two dimensional. The 
rotating of the shoulder and forearm cannot be modeled and thusly the forearm of the 
simulation ATD reacts differently. 
6-2 Test 2 
For the second test, that of 0 degree pitch, the results are slightly different. By using 
the same spring and damper coefficients, the computer simulation reacts differently 
than the actual test by a greater margin than that of the 60 degree pitch up scenario. 
With the increased X component of acceleration causing deformation in that direction, 
the springs and dampers that represent the JAARS - like seat legs, which react primari-
ly to forces in the Y direction, cannot displace as do their actual counterparts. Further 
examination into the mechanisms needed to produce an accurate model must be made. 
6,3 Other Results 
6.3.1 Head Injury Criteria 
The acceleration of the head is easily measured from Test 1 and can be used in equation 
1 to give a value for HIC. HIC is a quantitative measure of how serious a head injury 
is based on the heads acceleration after an impact. As a rule of thumb a HIC value be-
low 1000 represents that no serious (life threatening) injuries have been sustained while 
a HIC value above 1000 represents that serious injury is likely. Table 16 shows the mag-
nitude of the head acceleration for Test 1 conducted with Working Model. 
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* indicates an unrealistic value that has been ignored in calculations. 
For the selected time frame (shown highlighted in Table 16) the value of HIC is 203. 
It should be noted that the head acceleration at t = 50 milliseconds is not considered 
in this value. The 331 g acceleration of the head is not considered accurate and is repre-
sentative of one of the limitations when using Working Model. Even with this large val-
ue included HIC is equal to 1303, a figure much higher than the value without the out 
of range acceleration and into the critical injury range of HIC. 
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6.3.2 Pelvic Loading 
To avoid serious back injury, longitudinal loading of the spine should remain below 
1500 lbs. Working Model is capable of displaying the forces present on the components 
of a simulation. The force on the mass representing the lower torso or pelvis is dis-
played in Figure 49. This is representative of the largest force experienced throughout 
the sequence of the test. 
The largest accepted values of pelvis load occurred at 55 ms as shown in Table 16. Again 
there was a set of values considered unreasonable (occurring at t = 50 ms) and were 
not used in drawing conclusions about high pelvis loadings. Peak longitudinal loading 
on the pelvis is 1480 lbs. This is very close to the 1500 lb loading where serious back 
injury is expected to begin. 
6,3.3 Seat Belt Tension 
The actual seat belts that were tested were taken to failure. This failure load represents 
the upper limit the seat belt can withstand. The lab tests conducted were quasi-static 
with the load applied at a slow rate. The loads applied in the actual crash test on the 
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seat belts occur very quickly. The loads from test 1 are shown in column three of Table 
16 and for much of the test remain zero. Because of the pitch up attitude of the sled 
deck and seat the belt remains slack until the upper body rotates forward. There are 
two values for seat belt tension that are unreasonable. They occur at t = 50 ms and t 
= 65 ms. All of the seat belts tested in tension in a controlled environment failed by 
2700 lbs. The values at the two times indicated are significantly greater than 10,000 lbs 
and this data is considered unreliable. 
6.4 Cabin Volume 
An overlay of the cabin profile for the Quest is scaled with Test 1 at the point of greatest 
deformation. The ATD does not leave the enclosed area (Fig. 50). This suggests that 
the motions that may be experienced in an emergency landing situation can be con-
tained within the cabin of the aircraft with a lowered risk of serious injury due to extra-
neous impacts. 
Figure 50. Quest Cabin Profile with Simulation ATD at Maximum Deflection. 
7. CONCLUSIONS and RECOMMENDATIONS 
7,1 Conclusions 
The bulk motions of a crash test can be simulated with the linear algorithms of a simple, 
user friendly, dynamics software to yield trends necessary to make educated engineer-
ing judgements about the cabin environments of GA aircraft. If conditions are changed 
from those of the present experiment, there will result a significant run time change (5 
to 12 hours depending on the experiment). However the knowledge gained can be ap-
plied to potentially save redesign time associated with the design process and aid engi-
neers in the creation of a safer cabin environment for their aircraft. 
Test 1,60 degree pitch up, yielded results consistent with actual tests of the JAARS seat 
conducted at NASA Langley in 1983. These motions have been used to demonstrate 
the validity of a cabin volume for an Embry-Riddle GA design, the Quest. Data neces-
sary for the calculation of HIC was collected and demonstrates a reasonable value for 
that parameter. Compressional force on the spine was measured and shown to demon-
strate, for this test, that the loading is within safe limits to avoid serious injury. 
Test 2,0 degree pitch, did not give results consistent with the actual test of the JAARS 
seat. The spring-damper systems used to simulate the legs of the experimental 
JAARS-like seat failed to respond accurately to the transverse loading induced by the 
seat and ATD. The same stiffness and damping values worked well in Test 1 because 
the primary loading was aligned with the direction of the spring-damper. Loadings 
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along the axis of the spring- damper legs in Test 2 are primarily induced by the rotation-
al motion of the seat. This loading was not significant enough by itself to cause the dis-
placements noted in the actual test. The actual front legs of the JAARS seat are in the 
shape of an "S" and react to both longitudinal and transverse loads. Test 2 was unable 
to take the transverse actions into account accurately 
7,2 Recommendations 
Additional experiments to solve for a more accurate representation of Test 2 could be 
conducted to properly take into account the transverse loads and motions observed in 
the actual test. An accurate simulation of this type would be more useful in establishing 
criteria for energy absorbing cowling or nose cones for GA aircraft because of the head 
on impact orientation of the test sled. 
The long computer run times associated with Test 1 experiments (10 to 12 hours) could 
possibly be reduced by running Working Model on a faster platform. The computer 
used for this project was an IBM compatible 486 dx 2/66 with 8 MB RAM. The use of 
a Pentium 60 or Pentium 90 system with greater memory may reduce the run times to 
a more acceptable level. At the time of this research such a system was not available 
for student use, but this type of machine will be available in the near future. 
These experiments explore the limits of Working Model and in some cases may exceed 
them as suggested by the long run times and occasional seemingly spurious numbers. 
Acceleration values measured would occasionally generate a number completely out 
of the range of the surrounding values. With one particular run for Test 1, a decelera-
tion value with a magnitude of 848 g's was noted. The motions of the seat and ATD were 
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not consistent with this high deceleration value as no additional motion was observed 
beyond the range expected. The next deceleration value was back at 18.8 g's and con-
tinued on with the normal deceleration curve associated with the test being run. There 
is no immediate explanation for such out of range value other than a programming er-
ror. 
Working Model is a simple, low cost program that demonstrates that the crash test sim-
ulation can be used as a feasible design tool to understand the trends associated with 
safe GA cabin configuration designs. A software that runs on a unix mainframe may 
exist, at a substantially higher cost, that can offer more complex simulations in lesser 
time. 
APENDIXA. 
Fortran program to solve equation 3. 
c Mark Shilladay 
c 
c February 1995 
c Solving for possible k's and c's 
c Time Equation 
c 
real k, t (90,500), xi, Wn, rad, x 
integer i, j 
c 
print *, 'Varying k and c to find t for front of seat' 
print * 
print *, 'Damping Ratio k time to reach max. defl.' 
xi = 1.0 
do 30 i = 0, 90, 1 
xi = xi + 0.1 
rad = (xi**2 - 1)**0.5 
x = rad/xi 
k = 0.0 
c 
do 20 j = 1, 500, 1 
k = k + 10.0 
Wn = (k/2.05)**0.5 
c 
t(i,j) = <l/(rad * Wn)) * (0.5 * log((1+x)/(1-x))) 
c 
if ((t(i,j) .gt. 0.080) .and. (t(i,j) .It. 0.1)) then 









80 format (3x, f5.2, 3x, f8.0, 7x, fll.7) 
end 
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Fortran program to solve equation 4. 
c Mark Shilladay 
c 
c February 1995 
c Solving for possible k's and c's 
c Displacement Equation 
c 
real k, x(90,500), xi, Wn, rad, e 
integer i, j 
c 
print *, 'Varying k and c to find x for front of seat' 
print * 
print *, 'Damping Ratio k Maximum Deflection' 
xi = 1.0 
e = 2.71828182846 
do 30 i = 0, 90, 1 
xi = xi + 0.1 
rad = (xi**2 - 1)**0.5 
k = 0.0 
c 
do 20 ] = 1, 500, 1 
k = k + 10.0 
Wn = (k/2.05)**0.5 
c 
x(i,j) = (436.5/(rad + Wn)) * e**((-xi)*Wn*0.091) * s 
(rad*Wn*0.091) 
c 
if ((X(i,j) .gt. 7.0) .and. (x(i,j) .It. 7.5)) then 









80 format (3x, f5.2, 3x, f8.0, 7x, fll.7) 
end 
APENDIX B. 
Raw data from seat belt tension test. 
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